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Full Stack Python Web Developer  
Location: Pune 
 

Experience 
2-6 hands-on Product 

development on Python, 

Frappe Framework, ERP 

Next or  

any other web 

development framework 

Work Level 
Experience  

Employee Type 
Full Time 

Positions 
5(Five) 

Qualifications: BE IT/CS, BSC IT/CS, MCS,MCA,BE/B.Tech 

 
 

What are we looking for? 
 

 We are looking to hire full-stack python web developers with extensive experience in product 
development with Python & Frapp framework, ERP Next or any other web development framework 
.Candidate needs to be open to learning new technologies and a quick learner with strong self-learning 
capabilities. 
 

Roles & Responsibilities: 
 

 Build high-quality reusable code that can be used in the future.  

 Develop scalable architecture / solution.  

 Develop functional and sustainable web applications.  

 Participate in the entire application lifecycle, focusing on application quality, security, maintainability 
and individual contribution.  

 Excellent Command over Frappe Framework, JavaScript, Python, ERPNext, Python, Frappe, NodeJS, 
PostgreSQL/MySQL/Maria DB, GIT.  

 Passionate about building modern web applications as well as data-driven recommendation.  

 Define and communicate technical and design requirements.  

 Team player: actively involved in rigorous peer code reviews, design discussions. 
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Requirements: 
 

 2-6 years of experience hands-on Product development on Python, Frappe Framework, ERPNext or any 
other web development framework.  

 Experience with workflows, access controls, page layouts, custom objects, custom record types, reports, 
and dashboards design and development.  

 Experience in NodeJS, PostgreSQL, Python & Frappe based web development.  

 Strong understanding of object oriented concepts.  

 Develop python scripts and APIs to collaborate with ERPNext.  

 Fixing and improving available features.  

 Experience with PostgreSQL or any other RDBMS. 

 Understanding of software design patterns and best practices. 
 
Behavioural Skills: 

 Resolve and communicate technical issues of projects and explore alternate designs. 

 Participates as a team member and fosters teamwork by inter-group coordination within the modules of 
the project. 

 Effectively collaborates and communicates with the stakeholders and ensure client satisfaction. 
 
 
Interested candidates, please visit to Walk-In section on Amrutsoftware.com the and submit your application 

https://www.amrutsoftware.com/career/walk-in-interviews/

